DELEGATION OF BOSTON JOBLESS LEAVES FOR WASHINGTON TO DEMAND RELIEF OF CONGRESS

Two Trucks, Carrying 45 Men and Women, Comprise Column 1 of “Army” of Unemployed Now Heading For Capital—Advance Guard of 14 Arrested For White House Parade

TRUCK FILLED WITH UNEMPLOYED ABOUT TO LEAVE BOSTON COMMON FOR WASHINGTON

Boston's representation in the "Committee on Washington hunger march," comprising 46 delegates of the Boston Council of the Unemployed, left Boston Common in two trucks yesterday to join men and women from all over the country in a national attempt to present their demands for relief and unemployment insurance to Congress.

The 45 men and women climbed into the two trucks parked on Charles st and started on their way, while cameras and motion picture machines clicked and a score of policemen, headed by Sup't Crowley, Deputy Sup't McDevitt and Capt. Sullivan of the La Grange Street Station, dispersed 300 or 400 persons assembled on the Charles st mall.

One of the trucks is owned by a South End trucking concern and the other, a smaller one, is owned by a produce peddler. Both were supplied with bench seats and were well supplied with blankets and other coverings to keep the delegates warm on the 600-mile journey to the capital.

The sign "We Demand Bread and Milk For Our Children" was crudely painted on the sides of the larger truck. The delegates were apparently in a happy frame of mind as they climbed into the trucks, several men standing on the rear end of the truck waving and shouting as the delegation comprises Column 1 in the country-wide march. A number of the leaders wore arm bands bearing the words, "National Hunger March."

The departure followed a meeting on the Charles at Mall that lasted about an hour. The speakers included Wal-